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We prove that the deficiency 6 of a non-trivial maximal partial spread in PG(3, q) is greater 
than 1 + ½(1 + V~)VCq, unless 6 - 1 is a multiple of p, where q =pn. 
1. Introduction 
Let V(4, q) denote a vector space of dimension 4over the finite field GF(q). A 
spread in PG(3, q) is a collection of 2-dimensional subspaces V1, V2, . . . ,  V,, of 
V(4, q) satisfying 
(i) V~ N Vj = {0} for i :~j 
(0 denotes the zero vector), and 
(ii) V~ U V2 U . . . U V,, = V(4, q). 
The 2-dimensional subspaces V1, V2, . . . ,  Vn of V(4, q) constitute a partial spread 
P if only (i) is satisfied. If, in addition, there is no subspace U of V(4, q) 
satisfying 
UNV~={O} for ie{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,c fmaU=2andU¢P,  
then P is a maximal partial spread. 
The number of elements of a spread equals q2+ 1. For a partial spread P the 
number 
t5 = q2 + 1 - - Ie l ,  
is called the deficiency of P. If 6 is too small or too large, then P cannot be a 
maximal partial spread. More precisely, Bruen [4] and Mesner [12] proved that 
the deficiency 6 of a maximal partial spread in PG(3, q) satisfies 
V~<6<qe-q-V~+ l. 
In [6] Bruen and Thas proved that in the case q is not a square and either q = 7 
or q>8 then 6>V~+ 1. 
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We shall prove that if 6 < ½(q + 1), then either 
> i + ½(I + V"5)V"q, 
or 6 - 1 is a multiple of the prime p, where q = pS. 
2. Partial spreads and mlxed perfect 1-codes 
Besides showing a connection between partial spreads and mixed perfect 
1-codes we shall outline the derivation of the new bound for 6. 
Let P be a partial spread in PG(3, q) with deficiency 6. The elements of P may 
be considered as subspaces of V(4, q). Put m = di(q + 1) and n = m + q2 + 1 - 6. 
There are 1-dimensional subspaces V~, . . . ,  Vm of V(4, q) such that they and the 
elements Vm+l, • • •, Vn of P satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 1. 
Let C denote the kernel of the map 
f : (v l ,  . . . , vn)  v l  + . . .  + (1) 
from V = 111 × -. • x V~ to V(4, q). According to Herzog and Sch6nheim [9], C is 
a so called mixed perfect 1-code, this means that any element of V differs in at 
most one coordinate from a unique element C. 
Each of the elements V~ of P may be considered as a direct product 
GF(q) x GF(q) and thereby V may be considered as a direct product GF(q) a = 
GF(q) x - - -×  GF(q), where d=m +2(n-m) .  Let (fi, 0) denote the inner 
product 
(fi, O) "-" UlV 1 -~ " ' "  Jr UdVd, /~  = (U l ,  . . . , Ud) and ~ = (Vl,. • •, va) 
of GF(q) a. As C is a subspace of V ~ GF(q) d we may define the dual code C ± by 
C±=(OeGF(q)dl(~,e)=O forevery eeC}.  
For any element ~ = (v~, . . . ,  v~) of V1 x ---  x V~, put Z(O) = {i i vi = 0}. For 
any subspace E of V~x- - -XVm and any subset I of {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  put 
Z, (E ) -  (f, e E I Z(O) = I). 
We shall prove in Section 6 that the partial spread P is maximal if and only if 
there is no subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} such that III = q + 1 and dim ZI(C') = 2. 
In Section 7 we will show that for any subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} with 
ffmaZl(C±)=2 either I l l=q+1 or IIl-< . This result will be improved in 
Sections 10 and 11. A simple counting argument will then prove the bound of 
stated in Section 1. 
3. Some notations 
For any subset 1 of '{1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 1- denotes the complement of I in 
{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  
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For any set of integers I and any family of sets V~, i e L x~ V~ denotes the 
direct product of the sets V, e.g. for I=  {8, 3, 5}, x~ V/ denotes the direct 
product V3 x 1/5 x Vs. 
The elements of a direct product of finite sets will often be called words. 
The distance d(~t, fJ) between two words t~ and ~ will be the number of 
coordinates in which they differ. S~(~') denotes the set of words of distance at 
most e from the word ~'. 
A subset C of a direct product V = V1 x V2 x • • • x V,, is a perfect e-code if the 
sets S~(6) for ~ e C form a partition of V. 
4. An algebra 
Let Q denote the set of rational numbers. Define Q[z]q to be the ring 
consisting of the elements ~_,,~Ol:(q)q,~z °  where q~ e Q and where addition is 
defined by 
~ qo~z°' +~ q'~z°~= ~, (qo~ + q')z". 
Multiplication is defined by z"z ~ = z ~+~ and extended linearly. Let I denote the 
ideal in Q[z]q generated by the element ~,~GF~q) Z ~ and R denotes the ring 
Q[g]q/I. We observe that Q is embedded in R and identify z ° with 1. 
R [X l , . . . ,  x,,] denotes the R-algebra generated by the monomials x~ 1.- .x~-, 
( t r l , . . . ,  tr,) e GF(q) ". 
Any subset C of GF(q) ~ may be represented by the element 
= x l. . . x J . ,  = . . . , = (X l ,  . . . , x , )  
&¢C 
of R[x l , . . . ,  xn]. For any two subsets A and B of GF(q)", A + B denotes the set 
{a+blaeA,  beB) .  
Let y-~) denote the following element of R[Xl , . . . ,  x,] 
i=1 ate (q) 
We shall prove the following propositions. 
Proposilion 4.1. The elements Y-t(x), t e GF(q)", constitute a base of mutually 
orthogonal idempotents of R[xl, • • •, x.]; in particular, 
(2) 
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Proposition 4.2. Let C be a subspace of GF(q)" 
r~y-~(X). Then 
r, lcl, if ~C i ,  
r-'=tO ' if~ ¢ C ±, 
where C A denotes the dual space of C. 
In the next section we need the following 
consequence of the above proposition. 
with the expansion C(2)= 
example which is a simple 
Example 4.1. If S = OF(q)", then S(£)= q"yo(X). 
We shall also prove 
Proposition 4.3. Let C be a subspace of GF(q)" and let C A denote the dual of C. 
Then, for any subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n } we have 
]Z,_(C)[. ICe-[ = ql,I Iz,(C±)l. (3) 
We shall need the following two lenunas, whose proofs are straight forward and 
will therefore be omitted. 
Le~mma 4.1. For any i ~ {1, 2,..., n } and any ot ~ GF(q) 
xTy ( ) = 
Lemma 4.2. For any element g(£) of R[x l , . . . ,  x,] with the expansions g(£) = 
s -~ ~. . .x~" respectively g(£) = ~ ro'-t(x) 
. . . , z - " )  = s&z  
&~GF(q)  n 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By Lemma 4.1, 
Hence the relation (2) follows from the definition of the ring R. Since 
1= ~ Y7(£) 
~eGF(q)  n 
we conclude by Lcmma 4.1 that any monomial may be written as a linear 
combination of the elements y~(~), ~ e GF(q)". Trivially, the same is true for any 
linear-combination of monomials. We now show that such an expansion is 
unique. It suffices to prove that if 
r0'~(£) = 0, 
~OF(q)  n 
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then r~ = 0. If we multiply this equation with Y-t(~) and use the relation (2) we get 
rff-t(~) = O. Hence r~ = O. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let i = (h, • • . ,  t~) be an arbitrary element of GF(q) n. 
We choose a base cl, c.2, • • •, C.m, m = ~n C, of C in such a way that 
0, fo r ie{r+l , . . . ,m},  
(L ci)= 1, otherwise, 
where r is an integer that depends on L For an arbitrary element ~ = (s~, . . . ,  sin) 
we have 
=fO_, f i l e  C ~, 
(LO 
st, otherwise. 
Since C is a subspace of GF(q) ~ we infer from Lemma 4.2 that 
e¢C qm--rfl 2 x-s, 
i=~l sicGF(q) 
i f [  ~ C l ,  
otherwise, 
hence the proposition follows. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Consider the representation f C as an element C(:~) of 
R[x l , . . . ,  x,,]. By Proposition 4.2 C(~) has the expansion 
C(~)= ~ [Cly-t(~ ). (4) 
]eC ± 
The R-module homomorphism from R[xx , . . .  ,x,,] to R defined on the 
monomials by 
.x~,.._~J'l i f z (&)~l - ,  ~'--(t l ,1,. . .  , fin) , x~l . .  
[o otherwise, 
maps the left hand side of (4) to IZr(C)l. If Z(~) ~ L then y~(~) is mapped onto 
q l~l-,,, otherwise onto zero. Hence the fight hand side of (4) is mapped on 
qll l -" lC I [Z,(C')[. Since ICl" IC l l=qnwe get (3). [] 
Remark. The results of this section are very much related to the results of [8]. 
5. ]]lte weight enmerator  for the dual of a mixed perfect e-code 
We consider a direct product S =$1 x $2 x . . .  x Sin, where the sets S,  
i ¢ {1, 2, . . . ,  m}, are vector spaces of dimension di over GF(q). Si is a direct 
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product GF(q) d'. Thus S may be considered as a direct product GF(q) d where 
d=dl  +d2+ ""  +dm. 
The equivalence relation --~ defined by i ~ j  if d~ = dj induces a partition 
{J~, J2,. • •, Jk} of the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. We denote by g~ the dimension of the 
spaces S~ (i e J~). Define the weight of an element g = (sl, • • •, Sm) e S to be the 
k-tuple ~(~)= (w l (g ) , . . . ,  Wk(g))where w/(g)= [Z(g)-NJ/[. 
Theorem 5.1. Let C be a linear perfect e-code in the direct product S = S~ x •. • x 
Sin. Then, for  any non zero element ?. in the dual code C ±, the weight ¢v(~) satisfies 
the equation 
e k 
coefful 1-I (1 + (qS._ 1)u)~.1-,,,.(~)(1_ u),~(~) =o. (1) 
f----O v=l  
In the case e = 1 this equation may be simplified to. 
k k 
w,(P.)q g' = 1 + ~ IJ, I (q" -  1). (1') 
i= l  i=1  
(Coeff.,p(u) denotes the coefficient of u y in the polynomial p(u) . )  
Remark. It is known that the only perfect e-codes with e > 2, e ¢ 6 are the well 
known Golay codes (Tiet~ivfiinen [14], van Lint [11] and Best [1]). 
ProoL Consider C and S~(0) as subspaces of GF(q) a. C is not a perfect e-code in 
GF(q) a. However, in the algebra R[X l , . . .  ,x,,] defined in Section 4, the 
following equation holds: 
C(,) .  S,(0)(,) = S(,) (2) 
We calculate the coefficients of S,(0)(2) in the base yi(2), i e GF(q) d. Identify 
S~ with the subset {0} x . . .  x {0} x S~ x {0} x -- .  x {0} of S. Then 
m 
S,(0)(2) = 1 + ~ (S~(2) - 1) + ~ (S,,(2) - 1)(Si=(2) - 1) + . . -  + 
i=1 i1<i2 
+ ~, (Si~(£)- 1) . - . (S , , (2) -  1). 
i l< . . .< i  e 
Let ~ = (tl, •. •, td) be any element of GF(q) d. It may also be considered as an 
element ( s l , . . . ,  Sm) of S. We substitute x~ by z -'~. Since 
Si( z-t '  . , z_td) = { ~ ,, if si =0,  
' " " to  otherwise, 
we conclude that 
e m 
&(O)(z-",..., z-',) = E eoeg., 1-I (1 + (qa,_ 1)u) l -~ , (~) (1  _ u)6, ( i ) ,  (3 )  
f----O i=1 
where 5i(g) equals 1 if si #: 0 and equals 0 else. 
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By Lemma 4.2, (3) gives us the coefficient r~ in the expansion Se(0)(X)= 
E r-tY-t(~). As di =g~ for i e J~ we conclude that 
e k 
r~= ~ coeff,, 1-[ (1 + (qgi _ 1)u)~l-~O)(1 _ u)~O). (4) 
f=O i=1 
By Example 4.1 S(2)=qdyo(2). Hence, considering the expansion CO?)= 
~c~ [C[y-t(2), Proposition 4.2, we conclude by (2) and Proposition 4.1 that 
[CI.r-t = 0 for any non zero element [ of C ±. Consequently r~= 0 for [ e C ±, 
t ~ 0, and the theorem follows from (4). [] 
6. Partial spreads and 2-weight codes 
Let P be a partial spread in PG(3, q) with deficiency 6 and let C be as in 
Section 2. Let J1 = {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} and J2 = {m + 1 , . . . ,  n}. We use the notations 
of the preceding section. 
Proposition 6.1. For any non-zero element ~ of C ± either w(~) = (6q, q2 _ 6), or 
w(~) = ((6 - 1)q, q2 + 1 - 6). Further, dim C x = 4. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, for any non-zero element ~ of C ± 
Wl(~)q + I~z(~')q 2-- q4. (1) 
As wl(~) <~ 6(q + 1) and w2(~) <~ q2 + 1 - 6 we only have the two solutions of (1) 
stated in the proposition. 
As IS1(0)[ = q4 and ]C I • IC±[ = I111 x . - -  x Vn[ and as Isl(0)l I c l -  Iv1 x × 
v~] we conclude that dim C x = 4. [] 
Proposition 6.2. P is maximal if and only if there is no subset I of { 1, 2 , . . . ,  m } 
such that [I[ = q + 1 and dim ZI( C ±) = 2. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} satisfying III = q + 1 and 
dimZl(C 1)=2. Then, by Proposition 4.3, d imZ~-(C)=q-1  ( I -=  
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n)V). As C is a perfect 1-code, the minimum distance of Z~-(C) 
equals 3. Any set of qq-1 words in x~ V~ with minimum distance 3 is a perfect 
1-code. From the proof of a theorem of Lindstr6m [10, Theorem 2] follows that 
the union of the spaces V~ for i ~ I is a 2-dimensional subspace of V(4, q). 
If P is not maximal, then there is a subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} such that the 
union of the spaces V, for i e L is a 2-dimensional subspace of V(4, q). Trivially 
III = q + 1 and X~l V~ will, by (1) of Section 2, contain a perfect 1-code C'. C' 
will be a subspace of C. As dim C' = q - 1 we conclude, by Proposition 4.3, that 
dim Z1(C ±) = 2. [] 
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Furthermore, we shall study the projection D of C onto the subspace 
VlxV2 X ' ' -  x Vm of V1X " ' "  XVn. 
In case 6 >12, D is a 2-weight code. Note that if 6 = 1, then D may be a 
multiset (compare the remark following Proposition 7.3). The following proposi- 
tion is a trivial consequence of Proposition 6.2. 
Proposition 6.3. P is maximal if and only if there is no subset I of { 1, 2 , . . . ,  m } 
such that III =q + 1 and dim Z1(D)= 2. 
7. Some general properties for D 
Let P be a partial spread of PG(3, q) with deficiency 6 where 6 ~< q. Let D be 
as in the preceding section. 
D is a suhspace of V~ x V2 x - . -  x Vm where m = 6(q + 1) and dim V~ = 1 for 
i e {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. The words of D are, in a natural way, divided into short and 
long words. If ~'eD, then either IZ (0[=6,  and ~ is a short word, or 
IZ(~')I = 6 + q and ~" is a long word. 
According to Proposition 6.3, we are interested in determining dim ZI(D) for 
subsets I of { 1, 2 , . . . ,  m }. The following three lemmas will be fundamental for 
our investigations. 
Lemma 7.1. For any i ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, dim Z(i)(D) = 3. 
Proof. Let C be as in Section 2. As the minimum distance of C equals 3 we 
conclude that Zto-(C ) only contains the word 0 = (0 , . . . ,  0). The lemma now 
follows from Proposition 4.3. [] 
The following lemma is proved in a similar way. 
Lemma 7.2. For any i, j ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, i #:j, dim Ztij)(D ) = 2. 
Lemma 7.3. Let ~ and f be any two linearly independent words of D. Consider the 
set R = {~ + k)~ I ,k ~ GF(q)} O {f} and let I=  Z(~) n Z~f). Then 
(i) R contains ]I I long words and q + 1 - I l l  short words, 
(ii) If ~ and a belong to R, then Z(~) n Z(d) = I; 
Off) To any i ~ I -  there is an unique element ~ ¢ R such that i ~ Z(~). 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) are trivial. Suppose that there are tr long words and fl short 
words in R. By (ii) and (iii) we have the equation 
tr(6 + q - I I I )  +/3(,5 - I / I ) -  (q + 1) - III- 
Since a~ + fl = q + 1, (i) follows. [:3 
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M and N denote families of subsets J of { 1, 2, . . . ,  m } satisfying 
(i) dimZ~(D)={21 if J ~M' 
if J~N,  
and 
(ii) for any I~ J ,  d imZ~(D)<dimZj(D) .  
N is partitioned into the two subsets L= { IeNI [ I  I = ~ +q} and S = {I~ 
N IIXl = 
For any subset J of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} let L(J) denote the set L(J) = {X ~ L [ I D J}. 
Instead of L({i}) we will write L(i). The sets M(J), N(J) and S(J) are defined 
in a similar way. The following lemma follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. 
Lemma 7.3% Let I  be any element of M. Then 
(i) IL(OI- Ill and Is(of = q + 1 -111; 
(ii) I f  J and J' are distinct elements of N(1), then J f'l J' = I; 
(iii) {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} is the union of the elements of N(I). 
Proposition 7.1. 
(i) For any two distinct elements i and ] of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} 
IM({i,/})l-1; 
(fi) I f  I ~ N and J ~ M and IIf3J[~>2, then I D J; 
(iii) For any two distinct members I and J of  M we have 1I f'lJ[ <~ 1; 
(iv) For any two distinct members I and J of  L we have II f'lJ I >>-2; 
(v) For any I ~ L and J ~ S we have [I f'l J] >~ 1. 
we have 
Proof. (i) and (iii) are consequences of Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2. (iv) and (v) 
follow from (i) of Lemma 7.3'. To prove (ii) we observe that dim Z~ra(D)= 2 
andhence, asdimZ~,(D)=2, ZI(D)cZ~(D).  [] 
Prolmsition 7.2. For any i ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} we have L(i) = 6 + q. 
Proof. Let J be any member of L(i). From (i) and (iii) of the preceding 
proposition follows that J \{i} is the union of the disjoint sets J l \{ i} , . . . ,  Jk\{i}, 
where J1 , - . . ,  Jk are members of M. We observe that J = L(J,,)f3 L(J~,) for 
v 4: #. Thus, in view of Lemma 7.3'(i), the number of distinct members of the 
union of the sets L(Jv) is 6 + q. 
Furthermore, any J '~  L(i) belongs to this union. Since, by (iv) and (ii), 
J' ~ L(Jv) for some v e {1, 2 , . . . ,  k}. Hence the proposition is proved. [] 
P rO l~on 7.3. For any J ~ M, either [JI <<- 6 or IJI = q + 1. 
Proof. Let {e, f} be a basis of Z~(D). Let R be as in Lemma 7.3. If IJ[ > ~5, then 
R does not contain any short word and hence, by Lemma 7.30), I J[---q + 1. [] 
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Remark. By Lemma 7.2, M contains at least one subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} with 
III I> 2. For 6 = 1, this implies by the above proposition that Ill = q + 1; hence the 
partial spread is not maximal by Proposition 6.3. 
8. Two equations for the members of M(i) 
Let x~ ) denote the number of members I of M(i) such that II[= v + 1. 
Proposition 8.1. Every i • {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} satisfies the following two equations: 
6-1 
qx(~ ) + E x~ )v = 6(q + 1) - 1, (1) 
v=l  
and 
6- -1  
q(q + 1)X~q 0 + ~'~ x~)v(v + 1) = (6 + q)(6 + q - 1). 
v----1 
(2) 
In the proof we shall consider the subspaces of Z{i}(D). By Lemma 7.1, 
dim Z{i}(D)= 3, so we may consider the 2-dimensional subspaces of Z{i}(D) as 
points and the 1-dimensional subspaces as lines of a projective plane (see e.g. [7, 
p. 138-139]). The set of lines will be denoted by ~ and the set of points by/~. 
As D is a 2-weight code, we may partition the set of lines into two disjoint sets 
R={leSellz(a)l=6+q, for any a e l} 
respectively, 
B = {l e .~ I Iz(a)l  = 6, for any t~ e l). 
The lines of R will be called red and the lines of B black. By Proposition 7.2 the 
number of red lines equals 6 + q. 
Now we define a function f from/~ onto the set of rational integers by 
f(p)-I{l ~R Ip ~l}l-1. 
By Lemma 7.3, f(p) is non-negative. 
Lenmm 8.1. For any line I we have 
~f (p )={66+q-1  i f l~R,  
pel - -1  if l ¢ B. 
Proof. ~v, l f (P)  counts the number of red lines intersecting l. [] 
Proof of Proposition 8.1. We first prove eq. (1). 
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Fix a point Po and consider the lines through Po. Since every point different 
from Po is incident with precisely one of these lines, we see in view of Lemma 8.1 
Since 
f(p)=(f(po)+ 1)(5 + q - 1 - f (Po))  + (q - f (po) ) (6  - 1 - f (Po)) .  
P ~Po 
l(p l f (p)= v}l , 
(1) follows in view of Proposition 7.3. 
In order to prove (2), we count the number of intersections between two red 
lines in two ways. 
As the number of red lines equals 6 + q, the total number of intersections i
½(6 + q)(6 + q - 1). On the other hand the number of intersections at a point p is 
~f(p)(f(p) + 1). Summing over all points we get (2). [] 
Corollary 8.1. For any maximal partial spread P in PG(3, q), q >1 3, the deficiency 
6 satisfies 6 >1 1 + Vq. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.3 we may suppose that for any i e {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, 
x(~ ) = 0. Hence, by multiplying eq. (1) by 6 and subtracting (2) we get 
6- -1  
x~)v(6 - v - 1) = q62 - 26q - q2 + q. (3) 
v----1 
Each term on the left hand side is non-negative. Hence 6 2 - -  26 - q + 1 ~> 0, and 
the corollary follows. [] 
9. A result of Redei 
For/~ e GF(q), let a~, and b~, be two not necessarily distinct elements of GF(q). 
Denote by C~(~) the set 
C,(~) = {~ ~ GF(q) I a,, + ~/b, = ~}, (1) 
where t/and ~ are elements of GF(q). Let N denote the number of elements t/ 
such that [C~(~)[ = 1 (~ e GF(q)). It was proved by Redei [13, p. 206], that N 
belongs to one of the following intervals: 
or  
[0, ½(q- 1)1, 
q -1  q -1  
_ pe  for e ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  [½nl} (q =p') ,  
[q - 1, q]. 
From his proof, more precisely from the last paragraph on page 216 and the 
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last paragraph on page 208 in [13], it follows: 
Lemma 9.1. I f  N > ½(q - 1), then for each rl • GF(q) either IC~(~)l = 1 for every 
• GF(q) or p divides Ic.(~)l for every ~ • GF(q). 
We shall also use the following result of Redei and Megyesi [13, p. 237]. 
Theorem. Let f be any non linear map from GF(q) onto GF(q), 
prime, q =/: 2. Then the number 
t x - -y  x, yeGF(q)  and x=/=y 
belongs to the interval [½(q + 3), q]. 
where q is a 
10. An improvement of Proposition 7.3 
PlOll~dlion 10.1. Let 6 denote the deficiency of a maximal partial spread in 
PG(3, q). Let i be any element of  {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, where m = 6(q + 1). I f  
..(o << 1. I f  q is a prime and 2 < 6 < ½(q + 1), then either p divides 6 - 1 or ,~a-1 
2 < 6 < ½(q + 3), then x~)_l =0. 
Proof. Suppose that dim Z~(D) = 2 for some subset I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} with i e I 
and [I[ = 6. By Lemma 7.3 there is an element ~ = (xl , .  • •, xm) of D such that 
Z(~) = L For every word ~ = (c l , . . . ,  Cm) of D and for every i e I -  we divide ci 
by xi. Thereby we get a new code D'. 
Observe that, for any subset J of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, dim Zj(D) = dim Z~(D'). Also 
note that there is ~' = (x ' l , . . . ,  Xm) e D' such that Z(~') = I and x; = 1 for i e I - .  
Let ft = (Ux, . • •, Um) and 0 = (Vx, • • . ,  Vm) be two linearly independent words 
of the complement of Z~(D') in D'.  By Lemma 7.1 and 7.2, for each element i of 
I there is a unique element Z~ of GF(q) such that u~ + )-N~ = 0. Hence we may 
suppose that ui ~ 0 for i • L Denote by E the set of these 6 elements Zi, i • L 
For any member I of L(I) and any elements Z and ~ of GF(q), denote by 
~x(~) the set {i • J~ l l  u i + ~,17 i -- ~} .  
We first prove: 
(i) If X f E then, for any J e N(1) and ~ e GF(q), I~(~)1 = 1; 
(ii) If ~. • E, i.e., Z = Z~ for some i • L then ~x(~) o {i} • M(i); and 
(iii) If I' • M(i), I ' ~ L then, for some J • L(1) and ~ • GF(q), I '  = C~x,(~). 
Suppose that Z ~ E and let ti, = fi + Z0. As Z(~') = I we conclude that, for any 
/t • GF(q), Z(ff + #~') Iq 1= ~. Consequently, by Proposition 7.1(v), Z(ff + 
t t$ ' )•S .  As L(1) contains 6 elements Y l , . . .  ,J6 such that J~NJ j=I  for i~ j ,  
1.emma 7.3', and as IZ(ff + #$) N J~l ~> 1 for i • {1, 2, . . . ,  6}, by Proposition 
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7.1(v), we conclude that IZ(~, + #~') nJ~l = 1. This is true for any # e GF(q) and 
hence (i) follows from the fact that x~ = 1 for i e I - .  
As 
Z(fi + 3.,0 - ~ ' )  n J  = {i} u C~,(~), 
and as there is £ e D'  such that Z(£) = J, (ii) follows. 
To prove (iii), it suffices, by Proposition 7.1(i), to show that the union of the 
sets C~,,(~), where J e L( I )  and ~ e GF(q), is {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}k/. However, this is 
trivial, as for any J e L( / )  and any j e J k /we  know that uj + ~.iv i e GF(q). 
'Now, suppose that x~)_m > 1 and that t$ < ½(q + 1). Then, by (iii), there is a 
member J of L(/)  and an element ~ of GF(q) such that C~,(~) = 6 - 1. The set 
Jk/contains q elements. Hence for any 3. e GF(q), C~(~) is one of the sets Cx(~) 
defined by (1) of Section 9. By (i), there are more than ½(q - 1) elements ~. of 
GF(q) such that ]C~(~)[ = 1 for any ~ e GF(q). This implies by Theorem 9.1 that 
IC~x,(~)[ = 1 or that p divides [C],(~){. Hence the first part of the proposition is 
proved. 
We now consider the case that q is a prime. Suppose x~)_l > 0 and t$ < ½(q + 3). 
Let # be an element of GF(q) \E and consider ~ = ~ + #~. Let E' be defined in 
the same way as E but by using ~ and ~, instead of ~ and ~. Let ~,= 
(wl, . . . ,  Wm). By (i), for any fixed member J of L(I),  we may define a map f 
from GF(q) to GF(q) by 
f(wi) = ui, for i e Jk/. 
If 3.=( . f (w i ) - f (w j ) ) / (v~-~)  for some elements w/ and ~,  i=/=j and i, j e Jk l ,  
then f(w/) - ~.w/=f(~) - 3.aj. By (i), this implies -3. e E' .  Consequently the 
number of difference quotients is less than [E' I. As [E' I = 6, Theorem 9.2, we 
conclude that f is linear. Then ui = c~ + f l~ for i e Jkl, where ac and fl are fixed 
elements of GF(q). As Z(ocfv + fix - u) D (JkI) O {i}, this implies that 
dim Z<m)uto(D)=2. Hence the partial spread is not maximal, Proposition 
6.3. [] 
11. Further improvements of Proposition 7.3 
Proposition 11.1. Let I be any member of  M. I f  [I[ < ~ and III q + 1 - 6, then 
(1) 
For the proof of this proposition we need two lemmas. 
I~mma 11.1. Let I and J be any two members of M such that I O J = O. Then 
either J intersects all members of  S(1), or at most 6 - [I I of  these members. 
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Proof. Suppose that there is a member I '  of S(/) such that J n I '= 0. We first 
show that in that case there is a member J '  of S(J) such that J' O I' = fJ. 
By Proposition 7.1(v), all members of L(J) intersect I'. By Lemma 7.3' these 
intersections are disjoint. Consequently, as IN(J)[ > [I' l, not all members of N(J) 
can intersect I'. Thus there is J' ~ S(J) such that J' n I' = 0. 
Let J '  be as above. J '  intersects all members of L(I). As IL(1)] = Ill and 
IJ'] = t~, it follows that J '  intersects at most t~-  Ill members of S(1). Since J is 
contained in J ' ,  the lemma follows. [] 
][,emma 11.2. Let I be any member of M. If 111 < t$, then there is a member I' of M 
such that l 'Ol=~J and such that I' intersects at least (q+ 1-1II)/O-Ill) 
members of S (I). 
Proof. Let d = 6 -  Ill. Let t~ and 0 be two linearly independent words in the 
complement of ZI(D) in D. We may assume that Z(t~) n I = ~ and Z(0) n I = 0. 
We consider the hyperplanes F = t~ + ZI(D) and F '  = 0 + Zz(D). 
We first show that F contains d long words el, e2, • • •, e~ and that these words 
satisfy 
and 
for any J ~ S(I), 
d 
J= U (Z(~q) nJ) ,  (2) 
i=1 
for any J e S(I), J n Z(ei) = 0, for i e {1, 2 , . . . ,  d). (3) 
Let J be any member of S(I) and ~ an element of Zj(D). Let ~ be an element 
of ZI(D) linearly independent to ~j. We consider the set of words ~ + #.~ + ;t~j, 
where #, 3. e GF(q). All these words are distinct and constitute F. For each 
# e GF(q) we consider Z(~ + #2) n J and apply Lemma 7.3 to the set of words 
t~ +#~ +3.fj (3.eGF(q)).  We see that F contains d words el, e2 , . . . ,  ed 
satisfying (2). Moreover for any long word ~ of F and any J ~ S(I) we have 
Z(~) n J ~= 0. This shows that ~1, e2, • • •, ~d are the long words of F. Thus (3) is 
proved. 
Let f be one of the d long words of F ' .  From (2) and (3) it follows that for 
some i0 e {1, 2, . . . ,  d} and for at least IS(1)l/d elements J of S(1), 
zff.,3 n zCf) n J . o. 
If we put I '  - Z(~j0) n Z(f) ,  the lemma is proved. [] 
Proof of Proposition 11.1. Let J be any member of M such that J n I = t~. By 
Lemma 7.3'(ii), if ]JI ~< 5 (as we may assume), then J has a non-empty 
intersection with at most 6 members of N(1). By Lemma 7.3'(i) S(I) consists of 
q + 1 - ] I  I members. Consequently, according to the assumptions on ]I], J does 
not intersect all members of S(I) unless ]JI = 5. However, in that case, by 
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Proposition 7.1(v) all members of L(1) intersect J. This implies that J cannot 
intersect all members of S(/). 
We have shown that for any J e M, J and I disjoint, J does not intersect all 
members of S(1). By Lemmas 11.1 and 11.2 we get the following inequality 
q + 1 - I I I  6- I I I ,  6 - I I I  
from which (1) follows. [] 
12. A lower bound for the deficiency 
Theorem 12.1. For any maximal partial spread in PG(3, q), where q = p", p is a 
prime, and q >I 3, the deficiency 6 satisfies 6 >I 1 + Vq. If p does not divide 6 - 1 
and if 6 < ½(q + 1), then 6 ~> 1 + ½(1 + V~)Vq. 
Proof. By Corollary 8.1 it suffices to consider the case in which p does not divide 
6 - 1 and 6 < ½(q + 1). As 1 + V~ > ½(q + !)  for q < 7 we may assume q I> 7. 
Let i be any element of {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. Let 0~ be an integer such that x~ )= 0 for 
v~ > a~ unless v = 6 -  1. According to Proposition 6.3 we may assume that 
a~-,< 6 -  1. 
Consider the Eqs. (1) and (2) of Section 8. Multiplying the first by a~ and 
subtracting the second we get 
a~--I 
x~)__1((6 - 1)or-  6(6 - 1)) + ~ x~)(trv - v(v + 1)) 
v=l  
=ot(6(q+1) - l ) - (6+q) (6+q-1) .  (1) 
As try - v(v + 1) 1> 0 for v ~< a~ - 1 and as x~)_l <~ 1, we get the inequality 
(8 + q)(6 + q - 1) - t~(6(q + 1) - 1) <~ (6 - 1)(6 - a 0. (2) 
By Proposition 11.1, 
tr ~.< 6 - ½-  X,/q + 45 - 6. (3) 
Combining these two inequalities we get 
q -1  
The left hand side of this inequality is an increasing function in 6. For 
6 = 1 + ½(1 +V~)Vq,  the left hand side is negative and hence the theorem 
follows. [] 
For q a prime and q not too large we can improve this bound for 6 by using the 
fact that x~)__l = 0 if 6 < ½(q + 3) (see Proposition 10.1). In this case we deduce 
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from (1) the inequality (6 + q)(6 + q - 1) ~< tr(6(q + 1) - 1). Together with (3) 
we have 
(6 +q)(6  +q-  1) 
6(q + 1) -  1 
(4) 
From this inequality follows that for e.g. all primes q between 7 and 23 the 
deficiency of a maximal partial spread in PG(3, q) satisfies 6 t> 2 + :2(1 + V~)Vq. 
13. Some remarks 
Bruen and Thas [6] conjectured that for a maximal partial spread in PG(3, q) 
the deficiency 6 satisfies 6 I> q - 1. By studying only the code D we will never be 
able to prove this conjecture: Below we shall give 4 words of GF(9) 4° that 
generate a 2-weight code D' of dimension 4 over GF(9). The non zero weights 
will be 36 respectively 27 and there is no subspace I of {1, 2 , . . . ,  40} such that 
Ill - 10 and dim Zx(D') = 2. 
Identify the subfield GF(3) of GF(9) with Z/3Z.  Any i • {1, 2 , . . . ,  40} may be 
written in the form 
i =a i -  27 + bi .9+c i  . 3+ di, (I) 
where ai, b~, ci and d~ belong to the set {0, 1, 2}. D' is generated by the four words 
= (e , , . . . ,  e4o), )~=(f l , . . . , f4o) ,  g= (g , , . . . ,  g4o) and /: =(h , , . . . ,  h4o) of 
(Z /3Z)  4°, where 
and 
e i ~--- a i + 1, f i  ~ bi -t- 1, 
h i  =- di + 1 (mod 3) 
gi= ci + l, 
for ie  {1, 2 , . . . ,  40}. 
Finally, we will also remark that this approach to maximal partial spreads may 
be generalized to partial t-spreads of PG(2t + 1, q), i.e., sets of mutually skew 
subspaces of dimension t of PG(2t + 1, q). 
At least the results up to Section 8 generalize to partial t-spreads. Whether 
these generalizations lead to improvements of the results of Beutelspacher [2] and 
[3] is not known to the author. 
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